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From 0712 James Hall....
As we look through pictures of projects from the 2017-18 school year, anecdotes and comments from students and
teachers come to mind. It is a magical moment for us when we hear that we have inspired a teacher to teach differently after
a successful partnership with us or when parents comment on how much their children talk about their puppetry project.
Year in and year out we are motivated by the teachers and administrators we see, who work tirelessly to make their schools
and classrooms the best they can be. We are honored to be a part of so many wonderful school communities throughout New
York City and strive to contribute inquiry, laughter and play wherever we go.
As the recipient of DOE awards in many schools, PiP was able to see students explore a variety of themes, poems and/
or folktales through stop-motion animation, puppetry, music and theater. With additional support from DCA, Puffin
Foundation and HSBC bank, matcing residencies were brought to additional classrooms, so that in some of our schools PiP
was a part of every grade from Pre-K to grade 5. At the Early Childhood Center at Brooklyn College we piloted many new
programs which are now a part of the ECC’s at several other CUNY sites including Bronx Community College and John Jay
College. Furthermore, our interactive puppet show Apartment for Rent was performed in over 20 Pre-K Centers throughout
the 5 borroughs.
We have also expanded the number of visits by elementary and middle school students to the PiP Puppetry Center at
Brooklyn college. The success of these college visits can be measured in the smiles and wonder the moment students walk into
the Center.
In conclusion, as our scope continually widens, we hope to keep creating meaningful and lasting experiences and
partnerships with students, teachers, families and administrators throughout our diverse and incredible community.

- Tova and the entire team at Puppetry in Practice

A visit to Brooklyn College with PS 91 and MS 246

Native American and Nepalese
Folklore with Masks and Rhythms

“Their faces turned into a lot of smiles and great conversation working next to their peers.”
- Partcipating 6th Grade Teacher, MS 246

As part of the Arts Continuum initiative from the Department of Education, 4th and 5th graders from PS 91 and 6th graders
from MS 246 worked alongside PiP’s music teaching artist, Thierry Remion, to create music and chants connected to Native
American and Napalese folklore. Throughout the process the students created songs, developed rhythms with percussion
instruments, and created ensemble work to share with their classmates.
The culmination of the project was a visit to the PiP Resource Center at Brooklyn College where students were able to
experience college life for a day and spend several hours with PiP’s Art Director, Xun Ye, to construct masks and/or sock puppets.
Part of what makes PiP unique is our ability to connect young students to Brooklyn College. Sometimes, a simple change of
scenery is all that is needed to spark new ideas and to promote a more positive interaction with each other. We believe these college
visits to be a vital part of our work and we plan to continue providing students this important and exceptional opportunity.

“[Something I will do differently is to] allow students to do, instead of telling them, just provide
guidance. Allow them to do more work together for team building.”
- Partcipating 6th Grade Teacher, MS 246

PUPPETS, PAPER MACHE,
PAINT and a PARADE

After 22 weeks of planning, paper macheing, painting and creating, middle schoolers from MS 210 in Ozone Park, Queens
paraded through the hallways and the auditorium of their school with giant puppets, flags, drums and signs spreading a message of
environmental responsibility.
This residency was designed by PiP’s Art Education Director Jason Leinwand, for the Department of Education’s Arts for English
Language Learners and Students with Disabilities program that funds arts partnerships to serve a diverse group of student participants,
including ELL and Special Education students.
Sudents were provided with an opportunity to explore and create with a variety of materials, work on a large scale and particiapte in
a spectacular presentation of their work to peers, teachers and administrators. Through this kind of project, ELL and Special Ed students
benefit greatly from the ability to socialize and work together in a creative atmosphere. With a project like this, every student is on an
equal level and can effectively participate regardless of his/her language comprehension or disabilities.
Participating teachers were able to use this residency as the foundation for a variety of extension activities for their students in the
classroom including writing activities, researching and creating powerpoint presentations about puppetry, as well as studies of pollution
and the impact it has on the environmental.
The school plans to keep the puppets on display in the auditorium for years to come to honor the hard work the students put in and to
celebrate the arts and this fantastic partnership.

“[My students] were motivated to communicate their ideas in English.”
- Partcipating 6th Grade ELL Teacher, MS 210

“[I plan on] giving my students more freedom and being more flexible in allowing
them to use their own creativity rather than having to control the product outcomes.”
-Partcipating 6th Grade Special Ed Teacher, MS 210
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Interactive Storytelling with Puppets and Play for Pre-K
For several years, PiP’s progamming for Pre-K and Early Childhood has been growing and widening its reach. Our resident storytellers
Luciano Cohen and Nadine Grisar have collaborated to create a series of residencies involving interactive storytelling, puppetry, movement,
music and an array of explorations designed to give young kids a fun and silly way to engage with materials, characters and each other.

PiP’s has collaborated with the Early Childhood Centers throughout the CUNY schools in addition to the Pre-K classrooms throughout
NYC. Our aim is to inspire teachers to utilize puppetry, storytelling, movement and music, to enrich the early childhood classroom experience
and develop creativity, imagination and self-confidence in the youngest of learners.

MY NEW YORK
MY

NYC PANORAMA with RECYCLED MATERIALS
Students in several classes at PS 57 in Staten Island worked alongside PIP teaching artist Christine Seaman and Art Director Xun
Ye on a 22-week art project inspired by the NYC panorama at the Queen’s museum. Five participating classes were each responsible
for designing, creating and assembling one of the 5 boroughs of New York City. They worked collaboratively with their classmates
on the structures, transportation, people and famous landmarks found in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Queens or the Bronx.
The classroom teachers used extra class time to familiarize the students with their borough through research, graphic organizers,
discussions and presentations in order to link this project to their Social Studies Curriculum.
The students were involved in the assembling of the installation. In addition to city planning, they learned skills like how to
support a flat board to allow it to stand upright as well as connecting rail cars and tracks. Most importantly, they learned about
attachments and using supports to make the panorama of NYC a strong structure to be viewed by the entire student body.

ANIMATING
AROUND the GLOBE

Stop-Motion Animation, Folktales and the Study of World Cultures

“This was an excellent way for my ENL (English as a New Language) students to participate and share too.”
- 4th Grade Teacher, PS 206Bk
PiP’s stop-motion animation studios are in full effect producing hit movie after hit movie! One of our major projects,
spearheaded by PiP’s Jason Leinwand, is an animation residency focused on folktales from around the world. 3rd graders from
PS 216 in Brooklyn, NY retold classic Cinderella Tales from China, Egypt, Chile and Africa while 4th graders from PS 206 in
Brooklyn, NY focused on Chinese folktales involving dragons.
Besides being a link to the Social Studies curriculum through studies of world cultures and communities, these programs also
foster a unique, collaborative environment in the classroom where students are tasked at utlizing technology and innovation to
re-present ideas and images from the stories that they hear. Throughout the process, students are challenged with figuring out ways
of including others as well as themselves into the process.
The final results of a project like this are gauged primarily by how successfully students feel empowered to become confident
storytellers themselves. A project like this does not only foster language development in ENL students but can help all students
discover more in a story. Ultimately, it affords them the opportunity to make deeper connections between characters and events
that they find in stories to people, places and things that they find in their own lives.

“The opportunity for students to use cameras in groups was impressive and empowering. They got right to
work collaboratively and creativity quickly followed once they had a handle on the picture taking.”
- 4th Grade Teacher, PS 206Bk

Giant Books and Table Top Stages for Dynamic
Performances and Classroom Learning
An excellent way for young students to become engaged with their
community is through fantastic collage and theater-based residencies with
PiP’s author/illustrator Angelo DeCesare, which focus on neighborhood
studies, community helpers and famous landmarks and events in New York
City’s rich and colorful history.
During a Toy Theater residency, a miniature puppet stage is the center
of activity. Steadily, throughout the residency, a simple cardboard box is
transformed into a specific neighborhood place. Teachers and students
select a busy supermarket or the quiet library, the exciting fire station or a
favorite restaurant as the focus of the project.
As their knowledge of these neighborhood places grow, they are able to
create puppet characters that activate the Toy Theater. Students then create
mini-scenarios and perform them for their classmates and teachers to
celebrate the people and places they have discovered in the neighborhood.
In a Giant Pop-Up Book residency, students employ various pop-up
mechanisms and collage techniques to create an impressive, oversized book.
Students work in groups to design individual pages which are then bound
together. These Pop-Up books make beautiful displays of student research
and can also become the background stages for classroom puppet play and
performance.

Reseach topics for these books have included:
• The Landmarks of NYC
• The Harlam Renaissance
• Folktales from around the World

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Creative Teacher Training with Technology and Storytelling
While our work in the classroom is with their students, we hope that teachers learn from us, expand the projects we start and
take initiative to use the arts in their classroom teaching. The most crucial components to our in-school residencies are teacher
training sessions and professional development workshops in which teachers explore new arts based techniques and strategies that
foster creativity in their classrooms.
PiP knows our time in the classroom is short and provides merely a spark for our collaborating teachers and schools. The main
goal at PiP is to help ignite that spark into something more. We aim to build capacity in schools where teachers have confidence in
the arts, puppetry, technology and more. PiP believes that when teachers are inspired, their teaching will become fresh and students
will instantly be more engaged and energized themselves. An energized classroom then has unlimited potential!
We are awed by the teachers we work with day in and day out and we learn from them everyday and in every school we visit. We
only hope to inspire teachers as much in return in order to help create thriving, purposeful and imaginative learning environments
for them and their students.

A Tapestry of Nature
A Study of Art History, Collage and the Natural World
Students in PS 212 and PS 206Q worked with PiP’s Gail Meyers to create exquisite works of art based on the work of Henri
Rousseau, Georgia O’Keefe and more. The Tapestry of Nature project combines art history and art-making with a focus on the K–2
core curriculum in science (plant biology/diversity). This 22-week program connected three distinct units of study and art making.
A variety of projects ranging from 2-D works of art to 3-D dioramas were created with the over-arching theme of collage and
assemblage. Whenever possible, recycled items were used by the students to create their magnificent works of art.
Working individually and collaboratively, students in each class created a nature tapestry to hang in their classrooms. Prior to the art
project students were inspired through study and discussions of the medieval “Unicorn Tapestries” (housed at The Cloisters in upper
Manhattan). Students then created their tapestries using recycled fabric, buttons, trim, and notions collected from Materials for the Arts.

WHY COLLAGE?
Students of all ages and abilities are attracted to the possibilities of collage. Different types of paper can be manipulated in a variety
of ways (ripped, crumbled, cut, rolled, layered, etc.) to create beautiful and sometimes painterly results. Buttons, beads, snaps,
sequins, and other recycled findings can be combined to create colorful, eye catching masterpieces. Collage is a low stress form of
art-making that children can enjoy and have success with.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Dramatic Play with Puppets and Being a Good Neighbor

Pre-K students in PS 376 in Bayside, Queens spent 14-weeks exploring what it means to be a good neighbor through puppetry,
art-making and performance. This highly engaging residency for young children is hands-on, silly and full of art, music,
movement and laughter.
The program started with an interactive puppet performance of Apartment for Rent, which was performed at an additional six
schools in District 30 during the year. This show is part of a series of interactive storytelling and puppet programs developed for
Pre-K students by PiP’s Luciano Cohen. After participating in the show and learning the story, students created a large treehouse
puppet stage with many apartments for a variety of their very own puppet residents. For several weeks, they made puppets out of
paper, socks and tables full of various materials. Over time, the puppets became characters for their own puppet and dramatic play
right in the classroom.
Benchmarks in the Blueprint for the Visual Arts include Art Making: collage and an exploration of materials and for the
Blueprint for Theater it includes Theater Making: group activities, including creative play, storytelling, pantomime, and
improvisation.
Included in the residency was a teacher workshop where participating teachers created unique puppet characters using empty,
recycled glue sticks. The goal was to demonstrate that anything has the potential to be magically transformed into a puppet character.
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